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Example structure for studies during a 2 week topic

- Topic intro
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Describe your ONL experience with one word

- Collaborative
- Fun
- Inspiring
"I feel enriched because I've been exposed to such rich and big topics, but also impoverished because I've only dipped my toes into these topics - I feel that there's so much more in these topics that I'm only just getting to know better!"

"The course has definitely open new avenues for my teaching, learning and research activities"

"For me personally there were many first in this course. First time blogging, first time tweeting but also the collaborative work."

"We were pushed beyond our comfort zones to embrace virtual reality and learn to exist within it"

"Through all the frustration I felt, I learned a lot. And I learned a lot about myself as a learner"

"It has inspired me to take learning, for my students into the blended learning space."

"I tried to implement what I learned in the course and immediately received positive feedback from students"

"ONL was a very valuable experience. It proposes an approach to learning practice which is still not widely used"